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MERCHANTS ARE LOOKING FOR MORE
MORE customers,
spending MORE,
MORE frequently

ACQUIRE > ENGAGE > RETAIN
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ENGAGEMENT, DIGITAL COUPONING
AND A NEW PRIORITIZATION
Coalition of multi-merchant participants with CONSISTENT
OFFERS provides a differentiated value proposition.
Straightforward and simple-to-understand offer framework
accelerates consumer adoption and elevates the consumer
shopping rewards experience.

UNIQUE ENGAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY
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WHY NOW?

Convergence of need, new data sources and enabling technologies.

Changing habits

Marginalization

Omni-channel evolution

Coalition effect

Card is cookie

Buying habits are
evolving but the
majority of
consumer spending
is still in-store.

Ubiquity and sheer
volume of standalone loyalty
programs are
reaching a saturation
point. Marginalization
is the result.

Shoppers are increasingly
multi-channel, social
(interaction vs transactional)
and focused on simplicity.
They seek an easy,
consistent shopping
experience in-store or online
and across all devices.

Consumers respond to
multi-merchant
programs with a
common set of rules and
unified approach. Today
2 billion users worldwide
participate in coalition
programs - doubled from
2010.

Card-linking
technology provides
a data rich
environment where
in-store transactions
can be tracked
without POS
integration.
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR CARD-LINKED LOYALTY
CLARITY

Simple to use for cardholders and merchants. No offer
activation needed.

COVERAGE

National, always-on coverage embedded with elements of
spontaneity, variety and localization.

CONTROL

Merchants have data to inform incentive/offer decisions and
promotional opportunities.

CONSISTENCY

Consistent offers, predictable value and easy to use process
for merchants.

CONNECTION

Communications and game mechanics elevate cardholder
loyalty for merchants.

CONVERGENCE

Merchants are striving to merge their online and in-store
experiences in a seamless, singular consumer interaction.

COLLABORATION

Merchants benefit from cost savings by sharing technology, expanding insight by sharing
data and can explore opportunities developing cooperative programs.
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TRICKY BALANCING ACT

Successful brands require a
consistent consumer
experience

Participating merchants
require a meaningful ROI
(marketing spend)

Need BOTH to be successful
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MERCHANT
CENTRIC
APPROACH
DRIVES
ELEVATED
ROI

LONG TAIL LOYALTY FOCUS
Loyalty-powered approach provides
merchants with added data insight. Selfoptimizing program driven by
segmentation analytics.

DATA DRIVEN OFFER LEVELS
Lower merchant cost because data informs
offer level required to create sustainable
purchasing behavior (the understanding of
when consumers shop at competitors).

CATEGORY COMPARATIVE
ANALYTICS DRIVE
PERFORMANCE
Key ROI metrics are informed by
ongoing campaign analytics,
incrementality analysis and
repeat purchase analysis. In
addition, competitive market
share analysis and consumer
insights are critical.
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MERCHANT CENTRIC APPROACH
Offer redemptions
must quickly be
identified,
communicated and
clearly attributed
back to the merchant.
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OFFER TYPE MATTERS...
WITH ONE DRIVING PREMISE

PERSONALIZED,
ALWAYS-ON
OFFERS

TARGETED
PROMOTIONS

FIRST-TIME
BUYERS
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COALITION MAGNIFIES LOYALTY
A merchant centric program…
Easy to integrate, lower cost of reward,
lower admin cost, flexible promotional
opportunities, cross promotion between
participating merchants, provides useful
data, analytics engine to deliver optimal ROI

that embraces the changing
marketplace…

and addresses consumer needs

Mandate for consistent experience in store
and online, programs that are simple, easy
to understand and deliver real value

Personalized, consistent, informed
experience, minimal effort, meaningful
reward

Loyalty spawns from the cards being “primary” and sustains, differentiates
and amplifies through the merchant coalition effect
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AUGEO AT A GLANCE
55
countries supported

$500 MILLION

Industries Served

financial services, home improvement,
insurance, food service, sports, retail,
distribution, publishing, telecommunications and
pharmaceuticals

Serving Fortune 50-1,000
and local and regional businesses

15+
years managing
loyalty programs

1,200+
active loyalty programs in
market in over 55 countries

unredeemed points

U.S. Oﬃce Locations

$300 BILLION
transaction volume

St. Paul, MN (HQ)
Naperville, IL
New York, NY
Ronkonkoma, NY

Scottsdale, AZ
Dover, NH
Roswell, GA
Nashville, TN

30,000 - 45,000
active card-linked locations at
any given time
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THANK YOU
Augeo appreciates the opportunity to share insights
on evolving card-linked technologies and how best to
extend the long tail of loyalty.
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